




SuiteSuccess for Manufacturers
With the Firearms Bundle from BSP

• Order Management
• Planning & Scheduling
• Supply Chain Controls
• Streamlined Procurment
• • Shop Floor Control
• Quality Management
• Product Data Management
• Preconfigured roles & Dashboards
• All Tied Back To Financials

SuiteSuccess for Distributors
With the Firearms Bundle from BSP

• Omnichannel Sales Management
• Streamlined Procurement
• Self service vendor portals
• Warehouse management
• • Expedited Fulfillment
• Marketing Automation
• Complete Inventory Visibility
• Preconfigured Roles & Dashboards
• All Tied Back To Financials

SuiteSuccess for Retail
With the Firearms Bundle from BSP

• In-Store POS
• OmniChannel E-Commerce
• CRM & Marketing
• Order Management
• • Inventory & Supplier Management
• Business Intelligence
• Marketplace Integrations
• Preconfigured Roles & Dashboards
• All Tied Back To Financials

BluRring The Lines Between Firearms Manufacturing, Distribution and Retail
It is no secret that the old clear distinctions between firearms manufacturers, distributors and retailers have been obliterated.

Manufacturers are increasingly selling direct to the end customer. Distributors are also selling direct, and broadening their services
to include some light manufacturing and assembly. Meanwhile, retailers are increasingly relying on private label products

to generate margins and loyalty, essentially taking on the responsibility of managing outsourced manufacturing.

No matter how your business model evolves, when you have NetSuite at the core of your operations, you can face down the
challenges of challenges of expansion into new markets and models with ease. NetSuite’s decades of experience supporting manufacturers, 
distributors and retailers ensures that you can navigate these seismic business shifts without interrruption, concentrating

on keeping your customers happy and driving bottom line revenue from all your diverse business activities.

Are you tired of managing a software stack that wasn’t designed around the needs of the Firearms Industry?
Business Solution Partners is proud to introduce The Firearms Bundle for Oracle NetSuite, featuring FFL Suite - a native integration to Orchid 
eBound. Built on the NetSuite Cloud ERP Platform, The Firearms Bundle is fully tested, and fully compliant, right out of the box. You can take 
advantage of the world’s #1 business management suite while maintaining the strictest complicance for ATF regulated inventory transactions.

Designed to accelerate innovation and fuel growth, The Firerms Bundle by Business Solution Partners features pre-configured,
industry specific enhancements industry specific enhancements to support firearm engineering & production, subcontract operations management,

serialized inventory control, laser marking, and compliance reporting - keeping your business running smooth, and Uncle Sam off your back.






